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Mastering Prezi for Business Presentations - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Engage your audience visually with stunning Prezi presentation designs and be the envy of your colleagues who use PowerPoint with this book and ebook


	About This Book

	
		Turns anyone already using Prezi into a master of both design and delivery
	
		Illustrated throughout with easy-to-follow...
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How To Write A Page-Turner: Craft a Story Your Readers Can't Put DownWriter's Showcase Press, 2019

	Infuse Your Fiction with the Powerful Tug of Tension!

	

	Tension is the heart of conflict, the backbone of uncertainty, the hallmark of danger. It keeps readers guessing and characters on their toes. When you've got tension in place, stories leave readers breathless and wanting more. When it's missing, scenes...
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Google Maps HacksO'Reilly, 2006
Want to find every pizza place within a 15-mile radius? Where  the dog parks are in a new town? The most central meeting place for your class,  club or group of friends? The cheapest gas stations on a day-to-day basis? The  location of convicted sex offenders in an area to which you may be considering  moving? The applications,...
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Mastering Digital Black and White: A Photographer's Guide to High Quality Black-and-White Imaging and Printing (Digital Process and Print)Course Technology PTR, 2007
The very nature of black and white photography places a premium on creative interpretation of the image. Advances in digital technology have expanded both the precision of imaging techniques and the interpretive possibilities for black and white imagery. Never before has such a wide array of tools been available to photographers who have a passion...
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Creating Motion Graphics with After Effects, Fourth Edition: Essential and Advanced TechniquesFocal Press, 2007
Trish and Chris Meyer share fifteen years of real-world film and video production experience inside the critically acclaimed Creating Motion Graphics with After Effects. More than a step-by-step review of the features in After Effects, you will learn how the program thinks so that you can realize your own visions more quickly and efficiently. This...
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Guide to Computer AnimationFocal Press, 2002
'This book is a must for all aspiring animators and for all media production students. I thoroughly recommend it.'
Andrew Daffy, Co-Head 3D Commercials, FrameStore CFC, UK

'A visual treat... What a great resource for people new to the world of computer animation.'
Mike Kroes at Creativecow.net     

       Any...
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Pattern Recognition Technologies and Applications: Recent Advances (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2008
The nature of handwriting in our society has significantly altered over the ages due to the introduction of new technologies such as computers and the World Wide Web. With increases in the amount of signature verification needs, state of the art internet and paper-based automated recognition methods are necessary.
Pattern Recognition...
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Remote Sensing Digital Image Analysis: An IntroductionSpringer, 2012

	Remote Sensing Digital Image Analysis provides the non-specialist with an introduction to quantitative evaluation of satellite and aircraft derived remotely retrieved data. Since the first edition of the book there have been significant developments in the algorithms used for the processing and analysis of remote sensing imagery; nevertheless...
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Understanding Motion Capture for Computer Animation, Second Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Computer Graphics)Morgan Kaufmann, 2010


	One could say that motion capture technology hasn’t evolved

	much in the past twenty years. It still relies mostly on cameras,

	electromagnetics, or mechanics. Of course, the components

	are much better and we are now able to obtain superior

	measurements. Data that took weeks to process in the early days

	can now be...
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Robot Brains: Circuits and Systems for Conscious MachinesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Haikonen envisions autonomous robots that perceive and understand the world directly, acting in it in a natural human-like way without the need of programs and numerical representation of information. By developing higher-level cognitive functions through the power of artificial associative neuron architectures, the author approaches the issues of...
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The RenderMan Shading Language GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2007

	Over the past 15 years, movie audiences all over the world have witnessed the emergence of one of the most revolutionary tools ever created to aid in the creation of films, the use of Computer Generated Imagery (CGI). Through the use of CGI, filmmakers have transported us to distant places, put us right in the middle of very dangerous shots,...
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Photoshop Face to Face: Facial Image Retouching, Manipulation and Makeovers with Photoshop 7 or EarlierFriends of Ed, 2003

	If we were to say Marilyn to you, what would you be thinking? Monroe? Manson?


	Well, you would be thinking about the most inspired use of facial imagery. Anybody in advertising will tell you that the most effective sales tool around is the face. A face can sell you anything. Any product, any idea. And the most striking faces...
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